
Suzhou 20-21 September 2016 

Tuesday, September 20 

This morning, the tour group started out in the Industrial and Educational Park with a 
quick visit at Jinji Lake (Golden Rooster Lake), one of the largest of the many lakes in the area. 
We had the opportunity to wander around the huge Suzhou Culture and Arts Centre. The 
center, completed in 2007 is yet another Chinese mega-projects and has enough halls to host 
theatre, dance, operas, concerts, lectures and films simultaneously. Easy access of the masses 
to culture is provided via the metro with a station in the complex. The building and 
surrounding gardens on the lake are beautiful. The project apparently had plenty of birth 
pangs: the structure was constructed in two halves and ne’er the twain did meet. In the end 
quite a bit of manipulation was needed to create the current structure. 

 

 
From northern edge of cultural center into the city 

 



 

 

We carried on to another garden, the Lingering Garden, a larger garden with long 
covered walks connecting the various buildings and wending through a large pond which is 
the central feature. Some scenes follow.  



 

 



 



 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

After lunch, we had a “cruise” along a small river canal constructed by a poet governor 
of the Suzhou district during the Tang Dynasty. The canal runs alongside an ancient pedestrian 
road, Shantang Street, cited as “the First Street in Suzhou” because of its 1,200 year history 
and association with various dignitaries and famous events. The canal meanders along under 
small arched bridges. Wooden boats bear tourists and their cameras. 

 

 



 

 



 

 

Wednesday, September 21 

This morning, our small group rebelled and insisted that one site visit was enough 
before lunch and the conference tour. The destination selected was Tiger Hill, about which a 
famous Song Dynasty poet said: “It is a lifelong pity if having visited Suzhou you did not visit 
Tiger Hill.” Apparently the crowds of mostly internal tourists concurred with that statement. 
It’s a bit exaggerated to call it a hill as it is only 36 meters high and smaller than several of the 
gardens we visited! Nonetheless, it contains a number of historical sites some of which can be 
traced back over 2,500 years to the founding of Suzhou. The name comes from a white tiger 
who came and sat, as though guarding it, on the hillside grave of an early King (He Lu) of the 
Wu state who died in a war with a neighboring state (496 BCE). The tiger is rumored to appear 
from time to time at night, we certainly didn’t see him amongst the daytime crowds. The 
picture below is not of the white tiger, but rather the traditional lion holding a ball, guarding 
the entry gate. 



 

 

We did see fish, in the famous Sword Pool (next to the purported sword testing stone 
of King He Lu who was purportedly a collector of rare swords). No remnants were found of 
the sword amongst the funerary objects nor of the 1,000 workers who supposedly built the 
tomb and were executed upon its completion. Nor Edie did “stride across the railing” to take 
the picture.  



 

 

 



As in many of the other gardens, bonsai trees are on display, these a rather extensive 
prize winning selection. These specimens were much larger than those we saw in Korea and 
Japan, but the trunks usually somewhat less complex. Perhaps the students learned better 
than the masters. The displays are none the less beautiful and Edie yearns to take up bonsai 
herself.  The colors worn by some members of our group fit in well in the garden. 

 

 

The seven story Tiger Hill Pagoda (Yunyan Temple) stands at the summit of the hill. It 
is the oldest pagoda in the Suzhou district, built around 960 CE, in the Northern Song Dynasty 
but in Tang Dynasty style, and has the distinction of being China’s Leaning Tower (it leans 
some 3.6 degrees – barely perceptible to Edie’s eye). 



 
  



After lunch, all the participants boarded 5 buses for the Tong Li Water Village, about 
50 minutes away. Tong Li’s history spans a 1,000 years. A local river runs through canals which 
crisscross the village, and gives it an ambience of Venice –on a much smaller scale. The village 
is a popular location for Chinese movies. The main streets of the town run along the canals, 
and can be traveled only by foot, by bicycle (increasingly rare) or by the ubiquitous electric 
motor scooters. They are lined by small restaurants and retail businesses, most targeting 
tourists.  

 

 

 



We visited two large houses, owned by a retired official/scholar and a rich merchant 
from the Qing period (1644-1912). Each had modest entrances which concealed a large 
complex of buildings built around central courtyards and hidden gardens. Each of these 
houses had similar features which included a formal reception room with characteristic Qing 
furniture, bedrooms with semi-curtained beds, and gardens which gave its residents a place 
of tranquility. Gardens typically include a pond, some form of artificial hill, and a covered place 
to sit.  

 

 



The bus fleet took us from Tong Li to a luxury hotel on the Shore of Daishu Lake, not 
far from the conference center, for the conference banquet. Drinks were served outside, and 
many of the participants exploited the time for a stroll along the lake. During the banquet we 
were entertained by several groups performing traditional music/dance/opera of the Suzhou 
area, as well as thankfully short speeches, and the award of several prizes.  

 

 


